MICROTUNNELING SYSTEMS

MICROTUNNELING SYSTEMS
Microtunnel Boring Machines (MTBMs) install gravity
flow pipelines that require precise line and grade in poor
soil. Microtunneling is a remote controlled, continuously
supported pipe jacking method. Standard center drive
and face access, peripheral drive MTBMs are sized
in the 30 - 114-in. (762 - 2,896 mm) OD range. Soil
excavation takes place infusing the soil with slurry at
the face of the bore and cuttings are forced into slurry
inlet holes in the MTBM’s crushing cone for circulation
to and from a separation plant through a closed system.
A complete slurry microtunneling system is comprised
of a pipe specific MTBM, control container, guidance
system programs, remote hydraulic power pack, keyhole
jacking frame, a series of pumps, laser, water cooling
tank, slurry trunk and additional lines, and a slurry
separation plant. The launch shaft is outfitted with a
pit seal to prevent shaft flooding and a project specific
thrust block to distribute jacking force. Microtunneling
operations are managed by an operator in an above
ground control container alongside of the shaft.

MICROTUNNELING SYSTEMS | CENTER DRIVE MICROTUNNEL BORING MACHINES
Center drive Microtunnel Boring Machines (MTBMs) in standard sizes of 30 - 74-in. (762 - 1,880 mm) OD,
accurately install pipe in virtually any ground condition, allowing for operation in high levels of ground water.
MTBMs feature high pressure jetting nozzles, an articulated steering joint with three-point steering control, and
hydraulically activated dirt wings to minimize MTBM roll. The guidance system relays all critical operation data to
the control container using a proprietary control software programs. Additional MTBM attributes include a live, oneway audio system and camera allowing for system monitoring during operation, gas detector and submersible pump.
MTBMs can be outfitted with increase kits for adaptability. The soft ground and mixed ground cutter heads and
crushing cones are hard faced to withstand wear. Cutter heads can be customized for specific ground conditions.

MTBM SL74C

MTBM SL44C

MTBM SL74C with 86-in Increase Kit

MTBM-C

PIPE OD

FRONT SECTION/
TOTAL LENGTH

HEAVIEST SECTION/
TOTAL WEIGHT*

CUTTER HEAD SPEED/
MAX. TORQUE (cont./int.)

MTBM SL30C

30-in
(762 mm)

130/257-in
(3,302/6,528 mm)

10,000/13,000 lbs
(4,536/5,897 kg)

0-13 rpm, 30,500 ft-lbs (41,353 Nm)/
38,000 ft-lbs (51,521 Nm)

MTBM SL34C

34-in
(864 mm)

125/253-in
(3,175/6,426 mm)

12,000/16,000 lbs
(5,443/7,257 kg)

MTBM SL36C

MTBM SL44C

36-in
(914 mm)

139/261-in
(3,531/6,629 mm)

44-in
(1,118 mm)

14,000/18,500 lbs
(6,350/8,391 kg)

15,000/21,500 lbs
(6,804/9,752 kg)

0-11 rpm, 35,000 ft-lbs (47,454 Nm)/
44,000 ft-lbs (59,656 Nm)
or 0-8 rpm, 49,500 ft-lbs (67,113 Nm)/
61,700 ft-lbs (83,654 Nm)

DRIVE MOTOR

75 HP (56 kW),
water-cooled,
electric with VFD

SLURRY
BOOSTER
PUMP

STEERING
CYLINDER
TRUST CAPACITY

15 HP (11 kW)
Sanko

3 point, 69,750 lbs
(31,638 kg) ea.

123/249-in
(3,124/6,325 mm)
MTBM SL46C

46-in
(1,168 mm)

16,000/23,500 lbs
(7,257-10,659 kg)

MTBM SL51C

51-in
(1,295 mm)

126/252-in
(3,200/6,401 mm)

18,000/25,500 lbs
(8,164-11,566 kg)

MTBM SL60C

60-in
(1,524 mm)

162.5-in
(4,128 mm)

36,000 lbs
(16,329 kg)

MTBM SL74C

74-in
(1,880 mm)

162.5-in
(4,128 mm)

42,000 lbs
(19,051 kg)

30 HP (22 kW)

0-9.5 rpm, 68,500 ft-lbs (92,874 Nm)/
86,000 ft-lbs (116,601 Nm)

0-7.7 rpm, 170,000 ft-lbs (230,489
Nm)/ 213,000 ft-lbs (288,790 Nm)
or 0-13.5 rpm, 97,000 ft-lbs (131,515
Nm)/ 121,000 ft-lbs (164,054 Nm)

125 HP (93 kW),
water-cooled,
electric with VFD

250 HP
(186 kW),
water-cooled,
electric with VFD

30 HP (22 kW)
standard
40 HP (30 kW)
recommended
30 HP (22 kW)
standard
50 HP (37 kW)
recommended
30 HP (22 kW)
standard
60 HP (45 kW)
recommended

3 point, 114,000 lbs
(51,710 kg) ea.

3 point, 172,250 lbs
(78,131 kg) ea.

Note: Akkerman standard sizes can be customized to suit project needs.
*Actual weights may vary based on specific configuration.
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MICROTUNNELING SYSTEMS | FACE ACCESS PERIPHERAL DRIVE MICROTUNNEL BORING MACHINES
Face Access, peripheral drive Microtunnel Boring Machines (MTBMs) are available in standard sizes 72 - 114-in. (1,829
- 2,896 mm) OD to precisely complete extended and curved* tunnels with exceptional drive and cutting torque. This
new generation of MTBMs enables face access to replace cutter head tooling to tackle the complex alignments that our
industry demands. The peripheral drive, face access MTBM family features an onboard electric over hydraulic power pack
for cutter head drive with low, medium, and high torque modes for accurate control in changeable geology. Back-loaded
tooling mounts on the cutter head make access and replacement of worn tooling a simple process without the need for a
planned maintenance intervention. Soft ground, mixed ground and rock cutter heads and crushing cones are hard faced
to withstand wear. Cutter heads can be customized for specific ground conditions.
*Extended and curved alignments are achieved with the use of the AZ100 Total Guidance System.

MTBM SL86P

Face Access to Back Loaded Tooling on Cutter Head

MTBM SL86P in Shaft

TRAILING
SECTION
LENGTH*/
WEIGHT*

LUBRICATION
JACKING
SECTION
LENGTH*/
WEIGHT*

MTBM-P

PIPE OD

STARTING
SECTION
LENGTH*/
WEIGHT*

MTBM SL72P

72-in
(1,829 mm)

11.5-ft/48,000 lbs
(3.5 m/21,772 kg)

10-ft/23,000 lbs
(3 m/10,432 kg)

10-ft/18,400 lbs
(3 m/8,346 kg)

MTBM SL86P

86-in
(2,184 mm)

11.5-ft/52,000 lbs
(3.5 m/23,587 kg)

10-ft/25,000 lbs
(3 m/11,340 kg)

10-ft/20,000 lbs
(3 m/9,072 kg)

MTBM SL100P

100-in
(2,540 mm)

11.5-ft /60,000 lbs
(3.5 m/27,215 kg)

10-ft/29,000 lbs
(3 mm/13,154 kg)

10-ft/23,200 lbs
(3 m/10,523 kg)

CUTTER HEAD
SPEED/
MAX. TORQUE/
DRIVE

114-in
(2,896 mm)

11.5-ft /69,000 lbs
(3.5 m/31,298 kg)

10-ft/33,200 lbs
(3 m/15,059 kg)

10-ft/26,600 lbs
(3 m/12,066 kg)

SLURRY
BOOSTER
PUMP

STEERING
CYLINDER
THRUST
CAPACITY

100 HP
(75 kW)

3 point,
278,980 lbs
(126,544 kg) ea.

Three-row roller
slewing bearing with
integral drive gear
0-9 rpm, 404,000 ft-lbs
(547,751 Nm)
Continuously variable in
CW or CCW

MTBM SL114P

CUTTER HEAD
BEARING &
SEALING

(4) Two speed drive
motors,
480 cc, 29.3 in.3
400 HP (298 kW)
Water-cooled, electric
hydrostatic drive

Sealing system
with lip seals
and automated
pressurized grease
flushing
Bearing cavity =
25.5 gal (96.5 L)
Fully automated oil
circulation system
(2) 3 gallon (12 L)
seal grease container

Note: Akkerman standard sizes can be customized to suit project needs.
*Actual weights and lengths may vary based on specific configuration.
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MICROTUNNELING SYSTEMS | CONTAINERS
The Control Containers house the operator’s control console, motor control centers for the slurry pumps,
MTBM drive motor and bulkhead panel for electrical and communication connections. The operator monitors
and controls all facets of the microtunneling operation from a two-monitor display console including: MTBM
pitch and yaw, rotation, torque, jetting, jacking thrust, steering, slurry flow and pressure, as well as the MTBM’s
anticipated position at the cutter face using our proprietary software programs. Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs)
control the electric motors for the MTBM drive, and feed, return and booster pumps. The Remote Hydraulic
Power Pack is a power distribution center for the jacking frame and microtunneling auxiliary functions. The Main
Drive Power Container offers increased voltage to run the peripheral drive, face access MTBM’s main drive.

Control Container Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) Bank

Main Drive Power Container Motor Control Center

Operator’s Control Console

Remote Hydraulic Power Pack

CONTAINER

Control
Container

Periphery Drive
Control
Container

REMOTE HYDRAULIC
POWER PACK

Remote Hydraulic
Power Pack

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

20 x 8 x 8.5-ft
(6 x 2.4 x 2.6 m)

20 x 8 x 8.5-ft
(6 x 2.4 x 2.6 m)

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

9.8 x 8 x 8.5-ft
(3 x 2.4 x 2.6 m)

WEIGHT

ELECTRICAL

COMMUNICATIONS
Wired = ethernet

11,000 lbs
(4,990 kg)

Main disconnect =
600 amp, 480V, 3-phase
Transformer = 480 - 575V
Cutter Head VFD = 75 - 250 HP
(56-186 kW), 575V
Feed, Return & Booster Pump VFD =
60 HP (45 kW), 480V
(6) Auxiliary power outlets = 120V
Power input for console & lights = 240V/120V

11,000 lbs
(4,990 kg)

WEIGHT

9,500 lbs
(4,309 kg)

Main disconnect =
600 amp, 480V, 3-phase
Transformer = 480 - 575V
Cutter Head VFD = 125 HP
(93 kW), 575V
Feed, Return & Mid Pump VFD =
75/75/100 HP (56/56/75 kW), 480V
(6) Auxiliary power outlets = 120V
Power input for console & lights = 240V/120V

Computer OS = Windows® 7/32-bit

Audio = One-way wired

MTBM Control Software =
Akkerman Proprietary

Video = ethernet

Wired = ethernet

Audio = One-way wired

MTBM Control Software =
Akkerman Proprietary

Video = ethernet

195 gal
(738 L)

ELECTRICAL

Main Drive Power
Container

20 x 8 x 9.5-ft
(6 x 2.4 x 2.9 m)

15,300 lbs
(6,940 kg)

Main disconnect =
800 amp, 480VAC,
3-phase, 60 Hz
Transformer =
500 kVA
Tunnel cable =
4,160 V

Graphics card = Dual Monitor
Computer OS = Windows® 7/32-bit

Main Pump
Speed = 1,800 rpm
Flow = 0 - 13 gpm (0 - 49 L/min)
Pressure = 8,000 psi (550 bar)
Pilot Pressure Pump = 1 gpm @ 300 psi
(3.8 L/min @ 21 bar)
Cooling Pump = 12 gpm (45 L/min)
Jacking/IJS/Auxiliary Functions
13 gpm @ 8,000 psi (49 L/min @ 550 bar)

WEIGHT

OPC Server = Kepware®
Computer = Intel® Core™ i5

Distributed
Computing = Wago® PLC

HYDRAULICS

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

Computer = Intel® Core™ i5
Graphics card = Dual Monitor

Distributed
Computing = Wago® PLC

RESERVOIR
CAPACITY

POWER
CONTAINER

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

OPC Server = Kepware®

ELECTRICAL
Power requirement
2,000 amp, 480V, 3-phase
Main hydraulic motor
75 HP (56 kW), 480V
Cooling/pilot pressure motor
2 HP (1.5 kW), 480V
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MICROTUNNELING SYSTEMS | MICROTUNNELING ACCESSORIES
The High Pressure Jetting Pump SC-115 provides high velocity jetting to the cutter face to break down clay and silty soil, clean
the crushing chamber and assist with soil intake and flow. The Water Cooling Tank and cooling pumps keep the drive motor
cool, flushes seals and features a 1,685 gallon (6,378 L) capacity supply. Slurry Trunk Line is welded in 10-ft. (3 m) lengths
for bentonite, slurry feed, cooling and slurry return flows. Slurry trunk line is positioned in the base of each section of pipe, and
connected before jacking occurs. High Pressure Jetting Line is manufactured in 21-ft. (6.4 m) sections and is also positioned
in the base of the pipe sections and connected in the shaft. Feed and Return Pumps help the slurry system circulation to
and from the slurry separation plant. A Booster Pump is used to assist slurry return flows from the MTBM through the tunnel.

High Pressure Jetting Pump SC-115

4-in Slurry Trunk Line

Water Cooling Tank

Slurry Feed Pump

HIGH PRESSURE
JETTING PUMP

High Pressure
Jetting Pump
SC-115

COOLING TANK

Water Cooling Tank

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

WEIGHT

36.25 x 37.75 x 14.75-in
(921 x 959 x 375 mm)

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

14.5 x 6 x 6.5-ft
(4.4 x 1.8 x 2 m)

MAIN PUMP

LIQUID DATA
Plunger size diameter
1.75-in (44 mm)

Max. input HP Speed
154 @ 550 rpm

1,240 lbs
(562 kg)

Max. discharge pressure 3,000 psi (207 bar)

Oil capacity = 15 US qt (14.2 L)

WEIGHT

US gpm @ max. rpm 78 gpm

MOTORS

CAPACITY

Large Drive Motor Pump Assembly
125+ HP Drive Motor
Motor = 3 HP (2.2 kW), 1,740 rpm

2,200 lbs
(998 kg)

Small Drive Motor Pump Assembly
30 & 75 HP Drive Motor
Motor = .5 HP (0.37 kW)

PUMP

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

Slurry Feed Pump

78 x 47 x 44.5-in
(1,981 x 1,194 x 1,130 mm)

Slurry Return Pump

83 x 32 x 44.5-in
(2,108 x 813 x 1,130 mm)

Slurry Booster
Pump
SL44 & above

85 x 25 x 25-in
(2,159 x 635 x 635 mm)

Slurry Booster
Pump
SL36 & below

37.5 x 17 x 13-in
(952 x 432 x 330 mm)

LINE

DIMENSIONS
OD x l

WEIGHT

High Pressure
Jetting Line

1.5-in x 21-ft
(38 mm x 6.4 m)

74 lbs ea.
(34 kg)

Slurry Trunk Line

14.5 x 6 x 6.5-ft
(4.4 x 1.8 x 2 m)

2,200 lbs
(998 kg)

WEIGHT

MOTOR

2,000 lbs
(907 kg)

up to 60 HP (44.7 kW)

551 lbs
(250 kg)

17.4 HP (13 kW)

1,685 gal
(6,378 L)

MAX. GPM

4 x 3 x 13 = 750 gpm
(2,839 L/min)
5 x 4 x 14 = 1,100 gpm
(4,163 L/min)

660 gpm
(2,498 L/min)
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MICROTUNNELING SYSTEMS | MICROTUNNELING ACCESSORIES
Keyhole Jacking Frames offer a high capacity jacking frame from a 20 - 32-ft. (6.1 - 9.8 m) shaft. They feature 800 - 1,200 tons
(726 - 1,089 mt) of thrust capacity to advance pipe with a maximum 114-in. (2,896 mm) OD . Keyed blocks on the hydraulic
jacking cylinders continuously advance the MTBM and a winch is used to retract the thrust ring. The electro hydraulic EH2250
Bentonite Pump is used to lubricate the outside of the pipe to ease thrust loads between the pipe and ground. The EH2250
contains two 250 gallon (946 L) tanks that allow for continuous mixing and pumping of bentonite at up 3,000 psi (207 bar).

MT8102K Jacking Frame

Thrust Block

EH2250 Bentonite Pump

KEYHOLE
JACKING FRAME

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

PIPE CAPACITY
MIN./MAX. OD*

MT860K

15.6 x 9 x 6.5-ft
(4.8 x 2.7 x 2 m)

n/a /60-in
(1,524 mm)

MT875K

15.9 x 10.9 x 7.3-ft
(4.8 x 3.3 x 2.2 m)

60 - 75-in
(1,524 - 1,905 mm)

MT890K

16.3 x 12.7 x 8.5-ft
(5 x 3.9 x 2.6 m)

75 - 90-in
(1,905 - 2,286 mm)

MT8102K

16.4 x 13 x 9.6-ft
(5 x 4 x 2.9 m)

90 - 102-in
(2,286 - 2,591 mm)

MT8114K

16.4 x 14 x 10.6-ft
(5 x 4 x 3.2 m)

102 - 114-in
(2,591 - 2,896 mm)

THRUST
CAPACITY

MIN. SHAFT
SIZE**

800 ton @ 8,500 psi
(726 mt @ 586 bar)

20-ft (6.1 m)
20-ft (6.1 m)

NO. OF
CYLINDERS/
STROKE

24-ft (7.3 m)

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

PRESSURE

EH2250
Benotnite Pump

125 x 48 x 70-in
(3,175 x 1,219 x 1,778 mm)

3,000 psi
(207 bar)

CAPACITY
Tanks = (2) 250 gal
(946 L)
Hydraulic Reservoir =
60 gal (227 L)

SPEED

WEIGHT

Motor = 1,775 rpm
Pump = 0-450 rpm
Mixer = 1,750 rpm

43,500 lbs
(19,731 kg)
58,000 lbs
(26,308 kg)
72,500 lbs
(32,885 kg)

24-ft (7.3 m)

Note: Akkerman standard sizes can be customized to suit project needs.
*Smaller sized pipe can be used in conjunction with a thrust adapter.
**Shaft size is dependent upon launch shaft seal and reaction block configuration.
***Actual weights may vary based on specific configuration.
****The thrust capacity on the MT890K/720JF and larger models can be increased to 1,200 tons (1,090 t) with the addition of a cylinder kit.

BENTONITE
PUMP

40,000 lbs
(18,144 kg)
Extend, retract,
high flow return,
auxiliary control

4 or 6, 50-in
(1,270 mm)

WEIGHT***
30,000 lbs
(13,608 kg)

4, 50-in
(1,270 mm)

20-ft (6.1 m)
800 ton @ 8,500 psi
(726 mt @ 586
bar)****

HYDRAULIC
FUNCTIONS

4,200 lbs
(1,905 kg)

MICROTUNNELING SYSTEMS | MICROTUNNELING GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
The Microtunneling Guidance System includes an active target and three inclinometers that read and transmit
data to the control console in the control container. Two inclinometers in the target and one at the rear of the
MTBM track roll and incline and redundant data to ensure accuracy. Another inclinometer is mounted in the front
of the MTBM assesses the incline. The software programs display the current and projected cutter head location,
MTBM incline and roll to the operator’s control console, the AZ100 TGS interface and features data logging and
report generation capabilities. The AZ100 Total Guidance System (TGS) is a monitoring system for extended
lengths and alignments with curves. The AZ100 TGS is comprised of individual, self leveling, station units that
maintain a surveyed connection throughout the alignment without the need for continuous, manual surveying.

Target Screen Program

AZ100 TGS Diagram

AZ100 TGS Pipe Station

TGS100 Target

OPERATOR’S CONSOLE

PROGRAMS
Machine Select
Target Screen, with integrated AZ100 TGS Interface
Log, MTBM Screen

3rd Generation
Operator’s Control Console

Camera Pit Operational Variable Data Editor
MTBM Operational Data Editor
Console Operational Data Editor
Report Generator
KEPServerEX5 Configuration

AZ100 TGS

PROGRAMS
Option 1: Extended Distance Package

AZ100 Total Guidance System (TGS)

Option 2: Extended Distance Package for Curved Applications
Additional Pipe Stations added per 2,000-lf (610 m)
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